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1 Introduction 

Let (N, II・IIN) be a normed linear space over艮or<C. A mapping Ton (N, II・IIN) is an 

isometry if 

IIT(f) -T(g)IIN = II!-gllN (Vf,g EN). 

Here, we don't assume linearity of T. Let lDl be the open unit disc and 11'the unit circle 

in <C. We denote by H(lDl) the complex linear space of all analytic functions on lDl. Let 

HP be the Hardy space defined by 

印={ f E H(ID) : IIJIIP = 0~ 塁~J土 121r If (re噌 dtr!P< oo} 

H00 = { f E H(ID) : llflloo =~ 悶~lf(z)I < oo }-

(1::; p < oo), 

Complex linear isometries on the Hardy spaces were characterized in 1960's. 

Theorem (deLeeuw, Rudin and Wermer [1]). 1. Let T be a surjective, complex linear 

isometry on (H00, 11・1100). Then there exist a constant a E 11'= {z EC: lzl = 1} 

and a conj ormal map¢: lDl→ lDl such that 

T(f)(z) = af(cp(z)) (V f E H00, z E lI))). 

2. Let T be a surjective, complex linear isometry on (H1, II・111). Then there exist a 

constant a E 11'and a conformal map¢: lDJ→ lDJ such that 

T(f)(z) = a<f>'(z)f(</>(z)) (VJ E H1,z E lDl). 

In 1959, Nagasawa [8] gave the characterization of surjective complex linear isometry 

on uniform algebras. The characterization of isometries on H00 by deLeeuw, Rudin and 

Wermer is a special case of the result by Nagasawa. 

Forelli [3] investigated complex linear, not necessarily surjective, isometries on HP. Here, 

I will introduce the result of surjective case. 
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Theorem (Forelli, [3]). Let p be a real number with lさp< oo and p =J 2, and let T be 

a surjective complex linear isometry on (HP, II• llp)-There exist a constant a E 11'and a 

conj ormal map </>: ]]J)→ ]]J) such that 

T(f)(z) = a(の1(z))1IPf(</>(z)) ('vf EH互zE IDJ). 

Novinger and Oberlin [9] considered Banach spaces of analytic functions 

SP = {f E H(IDl) : 『E印} (l::;p<oo) 

with the following norms: 

llfllu = IJ(O)I + IIJ'llp, IIJIIE = llflloo + IIJ'llp (JESり・

Here, it should be mentioned that 1111100 is well-defined; in fact, if a function f E H(IDl) 

satisfies f'E印 forsome p, 1 :S p then f is extended to a continuous function on the closed 

unit ball illl (see, for example [2, Theorem 3.11]). Novinger and Oberlin [9] characterized 

complex linear isometries on SP without assuming surjectivity. For the sake of simplicity, 

I will show you a surjective case of their results. 

Theorem (Novinger and Oberlin [9]). Let p be a real number with 1さpく ooand pナ2.

1. IJT is a surjective complex linear isometry on (SP, ll・llu), then there exist a constant 

c E 1'and a conj ormal map¢: ][))→ ][)) such that 

T(J)(z) = cf(O) + J位'(())1/p!'(¢(()) dく ('t/fES互zE IDl). 
[0,z] 

2. If T is a surjective complex linear isometry on (S叫 I-IIE),then there exist a constant 

c E 1'and a conj ormal map¢: ][))→ ][)) such that 

T(f)(z) = cf(の(z)) (VJ ES叫zEID). 

Novinger and Oberlin excluded the case when p = oo in the above result. But S00 is 

well-defined, and I believe the characterization of isometries on S00 is important to the 

theory of analytic functions. The purpose of this note is to give an answer to the above 

problem. 

2 Main results 

We define 500 = {f E H(IDJ) : f'E H00}. As is mentioned above, if f E 500, then it can 

be extended to a continuous function on匝.Thus, llf'll00 is well-defined. We consider the 

following two norms on 500: 

llfllu = lf(O)I + llf'lloo, IIJIIE = llf lloo + II『lloo (f E S00). 
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We see that (S00, ll・llu) and (S00, ll・IIE) are both Banach spaces. Noviger and Oberlin 

characterized complex linear isometries on SP (1 :Sp < oo) without assuming surjectivity. 

Here we investigate surjective, not necessarily linear, isometries on S00. The main results 

of this note is as follows. 

Theorem 1. A map T is a surjective isometry on (S00, ll・IIE) if and only if there exist 

constants c, 入E11'such that 

T(f)(z) = T(O)(z) + cf(入z)

T(f)(z) = T(O)(z) + cf(応）

(VJ ES互zE IDJ) or 

(VJ ES互zE IDJ). 

Outline of proof. By the Mazur-Ulam theorem [5], the map T;。=T-T(O), which sends 

f E S00 to T(f) -T(O), is real linear. In addition, we see that T;。isa surjective isometry. 

Let f'be the Gelfand transform of f'E H00 and let 8H= be the Shilov boundary for 

H00. Then sup(EI]) I『(()I= supzE'!._H= IJ'(()I for f E S00. We denote by f the unique 

continuous extension off E S00 to II)), By the maximal modulus principle, sup疋 I])lf(z)I = 

SUPzE11'げ(z)I for f E S00. Therefore 

11!111:: = sup IJ(z)I +sup If'(〈）I= supげ(z)I+sup lf'(()I = sup lf(z)+wf(()I-
妖,I]) (El]) zE11'(E8Hoo (z,w,()E11'2x8Hoo 

We now define a map U: S00→ C(11'2 x aH=) by 

U(f)(z, w, () = f(z) + w『(() (VJ E S00, (z, w, () E 11'2 X 8Hoo). 

Set B = U(S00), and then U is a surjective complex linear isometry from (S00, 11・111::) onto 

(B, II・lloo)-

500~500 

ul lu 
B ;B  

We set V = UTc。u-1.Then Vis a surjective real linear isometry on (B, 11・lloo)-

By a modified arguments of [10, Proof of Lemma 3.1], we can prove that 

v.({入心：入 E1',x E守 X 0Hoo }) = {入心：入 E1',x E 1'2 x OH=}, 

where V,: B*→ B* is a map defined by 

に(TJ)(a)= ReTJ(V(a)) -iReTJ(V(ia)) ('vTJ EB*, a EB), 

and心： B → <C is a point evaluation functional with心(a)= a(x) for a E B. Using 

the form of V, we can describe Tc。withextra variables, say w E 1'and (E OH=. By 

straightforward, but complicated arguments, we obtain the desired form of T. The reader 

may refer to [7] for the detail. ロ
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Theorem 2. Let T be a surjective isometry on (S00, 11・Ila). Then there exist constants 

Co, C1, 入E11'and a E lI)) such that 

T(f)(z) = T(O)(z) + cof(O) + /4。,z] cif'(入t□;()必 (VJES互zEll))) or 

T(f)(z) = T(O)(z) +勾可＋［。，z]釘J'(入t□aa() d( (VJ ES丸zEll))) or 

T(f)(z) = T(O)(z) + cof(O) + /4。,z] C1 f'( 入 t口万~()必 (VJ ES互zEll))) or 

T(f)(z) = T(O)(z) + eof(O) + /4。,z] C1 f'(入t□;() d((VJ ES叫zEll))). 

Conversely, if T is one of the above four, then it is a su巧ectiveisometry on (S00, 11・Iし）．

Outline of proof. The idea of this proof is quite similar to that of Theorem 1. We 

need the characterization of surjective, real linear isometries on uniform algebras (see 

[4, 6]). ロ
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